Dense breasts and legislatively medicine

Recently, Nevada, North Carolina, and Oregon joined a number of other US states (as of this writing, nine other states) in enacting laws that require informing women if they have dense breast tissue detected on mammography. Laws are pending in other states. Federal legislation has also been introduced in the US House of Representatives.

The power of advocacy to change medical practice

One such bill was introduced as a result of the advocacy of a single patient, Nancy Cappello, a Connecticut woman who was not informed that she had dense breasts and was later found to have node-positive breast cancer. While new medical practices are rarely credited to the efforts of single physician or researcher, these “dense-breast laws” show the power a single patient may play in health care. The evidence behind these laws and their implications bring to the forefront the role of advocacy and legislation in the practice of medicine.

Dense-breast laws are the latest chapter in how legislative action can change the practice of medicine. Proof that advocacy could use law to change medical practice emerged in the early 1990s in the wake of AIDS activism. Patient-advocacy activists lobbied for early access to investigational agents, arguing that traditional pathways of clinical testing would deprive terminally ill patients of potentially lifesaving treatments. These efforts led the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to create the Accelerated Approval Program, which allows new drugs to garner approval based on surrogate end-point data for terminal or neglected diseases. Accelerated approval was codified into law in 1997 in the FDA’s Modernization Act. In 2012, legislative action further broadened the ability of the FDA to approve new products based on surrogate data, with the FDA’s Safety and Innovation Act, which provides for first-time approval of a drug based on “pharmacologic” end points that are even more limited.

Although proponents have declared success when legislative action lowers the bar for drug and device approval, independent analyses have been more critical. In 2009, accelerated approval underwent significant scrutiny when the Government Accountability Office issued a report summarizing 16 years of the program. Over the program’s life span, the FDA called for 144 postmarketing studies, but more than one-third of these remained incomplete. Moreover, in 13 years, the FDA never exercised its power to expedite the withdrawal of a drug from the market.

Many accelerated approvals have created considerable controversy. Bevacizumab for metastatic breast cancer was ultimately found to confer no survival benefit, and its approval was revoked. Gemtuzumab ozogamicin for acute myeloid leukemia may be effective, but not at the dose that was approved. And midodrine hydrochloride and many other drugs remain untested.

Does this information help patients? What would they do with it?

The question with dense-breast laws is similar to that facing other legal efforts to change medicine: Does it actually help patients? Will the information doctors disclose lead to appropriate interventions that improve health

Like accelerated drug approval, mandating disclosure of breast density is an intervention with uncertain efficacy
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outcomes, or, instead, lead to cascades of testing and biopsies that worsen overdiagnosis?

Like accelerated approval, mandating disclosure of breast density is an intervention with uncertain efficacy. While increased breast density has been shown to increase a woman’s risk of developing breast cancer, it is also neutral regarding a woman’s chances of dying of breast cancer. In other words, it does not identify patients who experience aggressive disease.

Next comes the larger question of what women would do with this information. Will they simply be more compliant with existing screening recommendations, or will they seek additional testing? This is where the greatest uncertainty lies. The utility of additional testing with ultrasonography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) remains uncertain in this population. We will certainly find more cancers if we use MRI to screen women, but it remains unclear if this translates to improved outcomes.

A recent study shows just this. In Connecticut, breast density notification is mandatory, as is insurance coverage for screening (or whole-breast) ultrasonography. Since the passage of these laws, the Yale Medical Center has screened 935 women with dense breasts using ultrasonography. Over this time, they performed roughly 16,000 mammograms; thus, the breast density law applied roughly to 1 out of 16 (6.25%) studies. Of the 935 women, biopsies were performed in 54 (5.8%). These were mostly needle biopsies (46), but 3 patients underwent surgical excision, and five cysts were aspirated. From these efforts, two sub-centimeter cancers were found and one case of ductal carcinoma in situ was found. Thus, only 3.7% of women undergoing biopsy and fewer than 1% of women undergoing ultrasonography were found to have cancer.

Of course, given the nature of this study, we cannot know what would have happened without referral and testing. However, empirical research suggests that detecting a breast cancer with screening does not mean a life was saved. In fact, only a minority of such women (13%) can credit screening with a survival gain.

In a study that compared women with dense breasts who underwent annual vs biannual screening, no difference in the rate of advanced or metastatic disease was seen with more frequent screening, but the rates of false-positive results and biopsies were higher.

Notably, dense-breast legislation comes at a time when fundamental questions have been raised about the impact of screening on breast cancer. A prominent study of trends in US breast cancer incidence and death rates over the last 30 years shows that even under the most favorable assumptions, mammography has led to a huge surplus in the diagnosis of breast cancer but little change in the breast cancer mortality rate. It is entirely possible that more-aggressive screening in women with dense breasts will only exacerbate this problem. Advocacy may harm rather than help these patients.

We are often told that laws such as the dense-breast bills are motivated by the public’s desire and patient advocacy. However, we are unsure if the vocal proponents of dense-breast laws represent the average woman’s desires. These efforts may simply be another case of how a vocal and passionate minority can overcome a large and indifferent majority.

Legislating medical practice is a bold step, and even those who feel it is occasionally warranted must hold themselves to a rational guiding principle. We have incontrovertible evidence that flexible sigmoidoscopy can reduce the number of deaths from colorectal cancer, but no state mandates that doctors
inform their patients of this fact. A patient's ejection fraction serves as a marker of benefit for several lifesaving drugs and devices, yet no state mandates that physicians disclose this information to patients after echocardiography.

All of us in health care—physicians, researchers, nurses, practitioners, and patients—are patient advocates, and we all want policies that promote human health. However, doing so means adhering to practices grounded in evidence. Dense-breast laws serve as a reminder that good intentions and good people may be necessary—but are not sufficient—for sound policy.
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